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1. INTRODUCTION TO HEAT EXCHANGER  

                             A heat exchanger is a specialized device that assists in the transfer of heat from

one fluid to the other. In some cases, a solid wall may separate the fluids and prevent them from

mixing. In other designs, the fluids may be in direct contact with each other. In the most efficient

heat exchangers, the surface area of the wall between the fluids is maximized while

simultaneously minimizing the fluid flow resistance. Fins or corrugations are sometimes used

with the wall in order to increase the surface area and to induce turbulence. Common appliances

containing a heat exchanger include air conditioners, refrigerators, and space heaters. Heat

exchangers are also used in chemical processing and power production. Perhaps the most

commonly known heat exchanger is a car radiator, which cools the hot radiator fluid by taking

advantage of airflow over the surface of the radiator. There are three primary flow arrangements

with heat exchangers: counter-flow, parallel-flow, and cross-flow. In the counter-flow heat

exchanger, the fluids enter the exchanger from opposite sides. This is the most efficient design

because it transfers the greatest amount of heat. In the parallel-flow heat exchanger, the fluids

come in from the same end and move parallel to each other as they flow to the other side. The

cross-flow heat exchanger moves the fluids in a perpendicular fashion.

There  are  also  four  different  designs  of  heat exchangers:  shell  and  tube,  plate, 

regenerative, and intermediate fluid or solid. The most typical type of heat exchanger is the shell 

and tube design. This heat exchanger has multiple finned tubes. One of the fluids runs through 

the tubes while the other fluid runs over them, causing it to be heated or cooled. In the plate heat 

exchanger, the fluid flows through baffles. This causes the fluids to be separated by plates with a 

large surface area. This type of heat exchanger is typically more efficient than the shell and tube 

design. The regenerative heat exchanger  takes advantage of the heat from a specific process in 



order to  heat the fluid used in the same process. These  heat exchangers can be made with the 

shell and tube design or the plate design. The intermediate fluid or solid heat exchanger uses the 

fluids or solids within it to hold heat and move it to the other side in order to be released. This 

method is commonly used to cool gases while removing impurities at the same time.

The  many  types  of  heat  exchangers  can  be  characterized  by  flow  arrangement  and 

construction. Some common examples are parallel flow heat exchangers, in which both fluids 

move in the same direction counter flow heat exchangers, with fluids moving in the opposite 

directions and cross flow heat exchangers, where one fluid moves perpendicular to the other. The 

cross flow exchanger can be arranged so that one fluid is confined to a tube and the other fluid 

mixed, or both fluids can be confined to tubes and unmixed. The tubes can have any geometry 

such as flat or round. Shell and tube exchangers with different numbers of shells are industrial 

type exchangers (Figure 4).                    

   Compact heat exchangers have very large surface areas, typically on their  gas side. 

Since the gas side has a much smaller  heat transfer  coefficient  compared to the liquid side, 

increasing  the  surface  area  reduces  thermal  resistance  on  the  gas  side.  In  this  type  of  heat 

exchanger, the tubes have fins on the outside, or parallel plates are attached to maximize the air 

side surface area.

 Heat exchangers are widely used in industry both for cooling and heating large scale 

industrial processes. The type and size of heat exchanger used can be tailored to suit a process 

depending on the type of fluid, its phase, temperature,  density,  viscosity, pressures, chemical 

composition and various other thermodynamic properties. In many industrial processes there is 

waste of energy or a heat stream that is being exhausted, heat exchangers can be used to recover 

this heat and put it to use by heating a different stream in the process. This practice saves a 



lot of money in industry as the heat supplied to other streams from the heat exchangers would 

otherwise  come from an  external  source which  is  more  expensive  and more  harmful  to  the 

environment. Heat exchangers are used in many industries, some of which include:

  Waste water treatment 

  Refrigeration systems 

 Wine-brewery industry

 Petroleum industry 

In the waste water treatment industry, heat exchangers play a vital role in maintaining optimal 

temperatures within anaerobic digesters so as to promote the growth of microbes which remove 

pollutants from the waste water. The common types of heat exchangers used in this application 

are the double pipe heat exchanger as well as the plate and frame heat exchanger.

 Heat exchangers occur naturally in the circulation system of fish and whales. 

Arteries to the skin carrying warm blood are intertwined with veins from the skin carrying cold 

blood,  causing  the  warm arterial  blood  to  exchange  heat  with  the  cold  venous  blood.  This 

reduces the overall heat loss in cold waters. Heat exchangers are also present in the tongue of 

baleen whales as large volumes of water flow through their mouths. Wading birds use a similar 

system to limit heat losses from their body through their legs into the water.

  In species that have external testes (such as humans), the artery to the testis is 

Surrounded by a mesh of veins called the pampiniform plexus. This cools the blood heading to 

the testis, while reheating the returning blood.



Selection  Due  to  the  many  variables  involved,  selecting  optimal  heat  exchangers  is 

challenging. Hand calculations are possible, but many iterations are typically needed. As such, 

heat exchangers are most often selected via computer programs, either by system designers, who 

are  typically  engineers,  or  by  equipment  vendors.  In  order  to  select  an  appropriate  heat 

exchanger,  the  system  designers  (or  equipment  vendors)  would  firstly  consider  the  design 

limitations for each heat exchanger type. Although cost is often the first criterion evaluated, there 

other several other important selection criteria which include: 

 High/ Low pressure limits

 Thermal Performance 

 Temperature ranges 

 Product Mix (liquid/liquid, particulates or high-solids liquid)

 Pressure drops across the exchanger

 Fluid flow capacity 

 Clean ability, maintenance and repair

 Materials required for construction 

 Ability and ease of future expansion

  Choosing the right heat exchanger (HX) requires some knowledge of the different heat 

exchanger types, as well as the environment in which the unit must operate.  



    Typically in the manufacturing industry, several differing types of heat exchangers are 

used for just the one process or system to derive the final product. For example, a kettle HX for 

pre-heating, a double pipe HX for the ‘carrier’ fluid and a plate and frame HX for final cooling. 

With sufficient knowledge of heat exchanger types and operating requirements, an appropriate 

selection can be made to optimized the process. 

1.1 FUNCTIONS OF HEAT EXCHNAGER

              A heat exchanger is a component that allows the transfer of heat from one fluid (liquid 

or gas) to another fluid.   Reasons for heat transfer include the following:

 1. To heat a cooler fluid by means of a hotter fluid

 2. To reduce the temperature of a hot fluid by means of a cooler fluid 

 3. To boil a liquid by means of a hotter fluid 

 4. To condense a gaseous fluid by means of a cooler fluid

 5. To boil a liquid while condensing a hotter gaseous fluid

         Regardless of the function the heat exchanger fulfills, in order to transfer heat the fluids 

involved must be at different temperatures and they must come into thermal contact. Heat can 

flow only from the hotter to the cooler fluid.
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2.1 CLASSIFICATION OF HEAT EXCHANGER

           Heat exchangers are designed in so many sizes, types, and configurations and flow 

arrangements and used for so many purposes 

• According to heat transfer process.

• According to the flow arrangement.

• According to the construction.

2.1.1 According to Heat Transfer process:

1)   DIRECT CONTACT TYPE  :                                 

   In this type of heat exchanger two immiscible fluids at different temperatures are come in 

direct contact. For the heat exchange between two fluids, one fluid is sprayed through the other. 

Cooling towers, jet condensers, de-super heaters, open feed water heaters and scrubbers are best 

examples of such heat exchangers.It cannot be used for transferring heat between two gases (or) 

between two miscible liquids .

  A direct  contact  thermal  storage heat exchanger which utilizes the liquid-vapor phase 

change  of  a  working  fluid  within  the  heat  exchanger,  and  energy  generation  systems 

incorporating the heat exchanger. The heat exchanger is particularly useful in combination with a 

solar  energy receiver.  The heat  exchanger  includes  an insulated pressure vessel  packed with 

pebbles or spheres. Working fluid in the vapor phase from a solar heat source enters the unit and 

condenses, transferring thermal energy to the pebbles. The liquid level of working fluid about the 

pebbles is decreased during this mode of operation. When it is desirable to release this stored 



energy the liquid level is increased, and the energy is transferred to the working fluid which 

forms a vapor, and can be used to drive a turbine or other prime movers. 

2) TRANSFER TYPE HEAT EXCHANGER (OR) RECUPERATOR:

     In this type of heat exchanger, the cold and hot fluids flow simultaneously through the 

device  and  the  heat  is  transferred  through  the  wall  separating  them.  These  types  of  heat 

exchangers are most commonly used in all fields of engineering. These are most common heat 

exchangers in which the hot and cold fluid do not come in to contact with each other but are 

separated by a tube. These are the most common heat exchangers in which the hot and cold fluid 

do not come into contact with each other but are separated by a tube wall or a surface which may 

be flat or curved in some manner and both the fluids flow at the same time. Energy exchange is 

thus accomplished from hot fluid to a surface by convection from the radiation heat exchange 

may also occur. Recuperator or surface exchangers are used where the mixing of hot and cold 

fluid is objectionable. 

For example, 

a)oil  coolers,  intercoolers,  air  preheaters,  economizers,  super heaters,  condensers and surface 

feed heaters of a stream power plant, 

b. radiators of automobiles, 

c. evaporator of an ice plant and milk chiller of a pasteurizing plant all belong to the category of 

recuperators.

3) REGENERATIVE (OR) STORAGE TYPE HEAT EXCHANGER:

This type the hot and cold fluids flow alternatively on the same surface. When hot fluid 

flows in an interval of time, it gives its heat to the surface, which stores it in the form of an 



increase in its internal energy. This stored energy is transferred to cold fluid as it flows over the 

surface in next in travel of time.  

   Thus the same surface is subjected to periodic heating and cooling. The storage type of 

heat exchanger are more compact than the transfer type of heat exchanger with more surface area 

per unit volume. However some mixing of hot and cold fluids is always there. The heat carried 

away by the hot fluid is accumulated in the walls of the equipment called solid matrix and is then 

transferred to the cold fluid when it passes the surface next. The regenerators are used in most of 

the gas heat exchangers such as internal combustion engines and gas turbines. There are some 

other applications which include open hearth and glass melting furnaces and air heaters of blast 

furnaces. 

 However, in some regenerators the flow is continuous instead of periodic. This is made 

possible  by  rotating  the  matrix  through  the  fluid  passengers  arranged  side  by  side.  The 

parameters  which  effect  the  performance  of  regenerators  are  heat  capacity  of  regenerating 

materials and rate of absorption and release of heat.

2.1.2 According to flow arrangement:

1) PARALLEL FLOW HEAT EXCHANGER:

  The  hot  and  cold  fluids  enter  at  same end of  heat  exchanger,  flow through in  same 

direction and leave at other end. It is also called the concurrent heat exchanger. As the name 

implies the hot and cold fluids flow in the same direction and thus enter the exchanger from the 

same side,  hence  it  is  called  parallel  flow.  figure  shows a  parallel  flow heat  exchanger  the 

temperature distribution in such heat exchanger is shown in figure. It is obvious from the figure 

that  the temperature difference between hot and cold fluids goes on decreasing from inlet  to 

outlet.



  This type of heat exchanger is rarely used in practice because it requires a large area of 

heat transfer. However, water heaters, oil heaters, oil coolers, etc. belong to this category. Since 

the wall separates the two fluids so it may be called parallel flow recuperator or surface heat 

exchangers

.   

Figure.1 Parallel flow heat exchanger

2) COUNTER FLOW HEAT EXCHANGERS:

 The hot and cold fluids enter at the opposite ends of heat exchanger, flow through in 

opposite direction and leave at opposite ends. In this arrangement, the two fluids flow through 

the exchanger in opposite direction and thus enter at and leave from opposite ends. Figure shows 

a schematic diagram of such an exchanger and its temperature distribution.  It is evident that 

temperature difference between two fluids remains more or less nearly constant due to counter 

flow, this type of exchangers are the most favorable devices for heating and cooling of fluids.   



Figure.2 Counter flow heat exchanger

         

3)  CROSS FLOW HEAT EXCHANGER:

The  two  fluids  flow  at  right  angles  to  each  other.  The  cross  flow   heat  exchanger 

is further classified as unmixed flow and mixed flow depending on the flow configuration. If 

both fluids flow through individual channels and are not free to move in transverse direction, the 

arrangement is called unmixed. If any fluid flows on the surface and free to move in transverse 

direction then the fluid stream is said to be mixed.

In this arrangement, the two fluids flow at right angle to each other. Three arrangements 

of this type of exchanger is possible. In the first case each of the fluids is unmixed as it flows 

through  the  exchanger;  hence  the  temperature  of  the  fluid  leaving  the  heater  section  is  not 

uniform. An automobile radiator is the example of this type of exchanger.

 In the second case, one fluid is perfectly mixed while the other is unmixed as it flows 

through the exchanger. The temperature of the mixed fluid will be uniform across any section 



and will  vary  only  in  the  direction  of  flow.  The cooling  unit  of  refrigeration  system is  the 

example of this type of cross flow. In the third case, both of the fluids are mixed as they flow 

through the exchanger. 

Figure.3 Cross flow heat exchanger

2.1.3 According to Constructional features:

1)  TUBULAR HEAT EXCHANGER:

These are also called tube in tube (or) concentric tube (or) double pipe heat exchanger. 

These are widely used in many sizes and different flow arrangement and type.



                                         Figure 4 Tubular heat exchanger

2)  SHELL AND TUBE HEAT EXCHANGER:

  These are also called as surface condensers and are most commonly used for heating, 

cooling, condensation or evaporation applications. It consists of a shell and a large no of parallel 

tubes housing in it. The heat transfer takes place as one fluid flows through the tubes and other 

fluids flow outside the tubes through the shell. The baffles are commonly used on the shell to 

create turbulence and to keep the uniform spacing between the tubes and thus to enhance the heat 

transfer rate. They are having large surface area in small volume.

                     

                                    Figure.5 Shell and tube heat exchanger

           

  The shell and tube type heat exchanger are further classified according to number of shell and 

tube process involved. A heat exchanger with all tubes makes one ‘U’ turn in a shell is called one 

shell pass and two-tube pass heat exchanger.



3) FINNED TYPE HEAT EXCHANGER:

When a high operating pressure (or) enhanced heat transfer rate is required, the extruded 

surfaces are used on the one side of the heat exchanger. Fins are always added on the gas side. 

The finned tubes are used in gas turbines, automobiles, aero planes, heat pumps, refrigeration, 

electronics, cryogenics, air-conditioning etc. The radiator of an automobile is an example of such 

heat exchanger.

Finned Tube Heat Exchangers are used for cooling of heating of air, water and gases. Our 

company, V Tech Industries, is well known company in manufacturing and supplying a variety 

of tube heat exchangers. We are efficient in manufacturing all types of heat exchangers as per the 

requirements of customers. The company can offer units with annular drawn fines/corrugated 

fine or tubes with washer type fines.

4)  COMPACT HEAT EXCHANGER:

These  are  the  special  class  of  heat  exchangers  which  the  heat  transfer  area  per  unit 

volume is very large. The ratio of heat transfer surface area to the volume is called area density. 

A heat exchanger with an area density greater than 700m²/m³ is called compact heat exchanger. 

These are usually cross flow, in which the two fluids usually flow perpendicular to each other. 

These heat exchangers have dense arrays of finned tubes (or) plates, where atleast one of the 

fluids used is gas. For example automobile radiators have an area density in order 1100



Figure.6 Compact heat exchanger

2.2 ACCORDING TO PHYSICAL STATE OF FLUIDS:

1) CONDENSERS:

  It is an established fact that the condensing fluid in a condenser remains at constant 

temperature  throughout  the  exchanger  while  the  temperature  of  the  colder  fluid  gradually 

increases from inlet to outlet. In other words, the hot fluid losses only latent heat part which is 

accepted by the cold fluid .



                     

                                              Figure.7

2) EVAPORATORS:

 In a evaporator, the boiling fluid (cold fluid) remains at constant temperature while the 

temperature of hot fluid gradually decreases.

              

                                              Figure.8



2.3 TEMPERATURE DISTRIBUTION:

The heats transfer from hot to cold fluid causes a change in temperature of one (or) both 

fluids flowing through the heat exchanger. In some common case the temperature is plotted 

against the dust from the cold fluid. From the temperature distribution for various type of heat 

exchanger the common observations are 

1) In counter flow arrangement the temperature raise in the cold fluid is almost equal to 

temperature drop in hot fluid 

2) In all other cases the temperature difference between hot and cold fluids varies      with 

the position along the path of flow

 

                       Figure.9                                                      Figure 10



2.4 FOULING  :  

 Fouling occurs when a fluid goes through the heat exchanger, and the impurities in the 

fluid precipitate onto the surface of the tubes. Precipitation of these impurities can be caused by:

• Frequent use of the Heat Exchanger 

• Not cleaning the Heat Exchanger regularly 

• Reducing the velocity of the fluids moving through the heat exchanger 

• Over-sizing of the heat exchanger 

                       Effects of fouling are more abundant in the cold tubes of the heat exchanger, than 

in the hot tubes. This is because impurities are less likely to be dissolved in a cold fluid. 

This is because solubility  increases as temperature increases.  Fouling reduces the cross 

sectional area for heat to be transferred and causes an increase in the resistance to heat 

transfer across the heat exchanger. This is because the thermal conductivity of the fouling 

layer is low. This reduces the overall heat transfer coefficient and efficiency of the heat 

exchanger. This in turn, can lead to an increase in pumping and maintenance costs. 

2.5 OVERALL HEAT TRANSFER COEFFICIENT:

The  overall heat transfer coefficient U is a measure of the overall ability of a series of 

conductive and convective barriers to transfer heat. It is commonly applied to the calculation of 

heat transfer in heat exchangers, but can be applied equally well to other problems. For the case 

of a heat exchanger, U can be used to determine the total heat transfer between the two streams 

in the heat exchanger by the following relationship:



Q = UAΔTLM 

Where

Q = heat transfer rate (W) 

U = overall heat transfer coefficient (W/(m²·K)) 

A = heat transfer surface area (m2) 

ΔTLM = log mean temperature difference (K) 

 An essential part of any heat exchanger analysis is determination of the overall heat transfer 

coefficient, U.

 The overall  heat  transfer  coefficient  (U)  is  determined  by accounting  for  conduction  and 

convection resistances between fluids separated by a wall.

 Consider two fluids at different temperatures separated by a wall as shown below:

 Figure.11                                                             Figure.12 
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The  overall  heat  transfer  coefficient  takes  into  account  the  individual  heat  transfer 

coefficients of each stream and the resistance of the pipe material. It can be calculated as the 

reciprocal of the sum of a series of thermal resistances (but more complex relationships exist, for 

example when heat transfer takes place by different 

routes in parallel):

The heat transfer coefficient is the heat transferred per unit area per Kelvin. Thus area is 

included in the equation as it represents the area over which the transfer of heat takes place. The 

areas for each flow will be different as they represent the contact area for each fluid side. The 

thermal resistance due to the pipe wall is calculated by the following 

This represents the heat transfer by conduction in the pipe. The thermal conductivity is a 

characteristic of the particular material. Values of thermal conductivities for various materials 

are listed in the list of thermal conductivities.

As mentioned earlier in the article the convection heat transfer coefficient for each stream 

depends on the  type  of  fluid,  flow properties  and temperature  properties.  Some typical  heat 

transfer coefficients include:

• Air - h = 10 to 100 W/(m2K) 

• Water - h = 500 to 10 000 W/(m2K) 



2.5 LMTD:

               The  log mean temperature difference (LMTD) is used to determine the 

temperature driving force for heat transfer in flow systems (most notably in heat exchanger). The 

LMTD is a logarithmic average of the temperature difference between the hot and cold streams 

at each end of the exchanger. The use of the LMTD arises straightforwardly from the analysis of 

a heat exchanger with constant flow rate and fluid thermal properties.

                  For counter current flow (i.e. where the hot stream, liquid or gas, goes from say 

left to right, and the cold stream, again liquid or gas goes from right to left), is given by the 

following equation:

And for parallel flow (i.e. where the hot stream, liquid or gas, goes from say left to 

right, and so does the cold stream), is given by the following equation:

T1 = Hot Stream Inlet Temp. 

Evaporator

T2 = Hot Stream Outlet Temp. 

t1   = Cold Stream Inlet Temp. 



t2   = Cold Stream Outlet Temp. 

It  makes  no  difference  which  temperature  differential  is  1  or  2  as  long  as  the 

nomenclature is consistent. The larger the LMTD, the more heat is transferred. Yet a third type 

of unit is a cross-flow exchanger,  in which one system (usually the heat sink) has the same 

nominal temperature at all points on the heat transfer surface. This follows similar mathematics, 

in its dependence on the LMTD, except that a correction factor F often needs to be included in 

the heat transfer relationship. There are times when the four temperatures used to calculate the 

LMTD are not available, and the NTU method may then be preferable.

2.6 NTU METHOD:

  The Number of Transfer Units  (NTU) method is  used to calculate  the rate  of heat 

transfer  in  heat  exchanger  (especially  counter  current  exchangers)  when there  is  insufficient 

information to calculate the Log-Mean Temperature Difference (LMTD).

The method proceeds by calculating the heat capacity rates (i.e. flow rate multiplied by 

specific heat) Ch and Cc for the hot and cold fluids respectively, and denoting the smaller one as 

C min.

A quantity     is  then found. This value of  q  max is  the 

maximum heat which could be transferred between the fluids.



The effectiveness, E is then defined in terms of that maximum:

Where q = C h (T h,  i – T h,  o) = C c (T c,  o – T c,  i) is the actual heat transferred between the fluids.. 

For given geometries, E can be calculated using correlations in terms of the 'heat capacity ratio'

       and the number of transfer units, NTU

    Where U is the overall heat transfer coefficient and A is the heat transfer 

area.

2.7 PROBLEMS IN HEAT EXCHANGER:

. Occurrence of corrosion in tubes:

  As the material used is carbon steel, it has less corrosion resistance,   and it leads to high 

corrosion.

1. Welded tube bundles result in difficulty in cleaning. Heat transfer coefficient by the degree of 

clean lines of the heat transfer Surfaces, so it is necessary to specify a tube cleanliness percent 

which can reasonably maintained. 

2. Low regeneration heater capacity.



3. Product from the reactor, cooled in the atmospheric cooler. Because of this Cooling some 

water  is  formed and it  passed to  the  refrigeration  along the Product.  Here load  is  increased 

because of this water.

2.8 SOLUTIONS OF MAIN PROBLEMS:

1. High load:

Due to the less temperature difference in heat exchanger, refrigeration 

 bares very high load.  The former HE has less temperature difference in inlet and outlet 

Modification has been done, to get the more temperature difference by passing Chilled 

water for cooling effect; there by decreasing the exchanger is improved.

2. Corrosion:

     As the material  used for tubes is carbon steel,  it  leads to high corrosion. In Order to 

reduce this corrosion, select another suitable material for tubes.

  3. Cleaning of Heat exchanger: 

       Welded type tube bundle result in difficulty in cleaning particularly shell internals and 

tube outside and between baffles. Installation of pull type bundle preferred, anew separator is 

provided. After the heat exchanger in organ line to drain out the condensate hourly.  This 

Cleaning  effect  reduced  the  load  on  refrigeration  unit  increases  the  overall  heat  transfer 

Coefficient. 
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3.1 DESCRIPTION OF SHELL AND TUBE HEAT EXCHANGER

A shell  and tube heat  exchanger  is  a  class  of heat  exchanger  designs.  It  is  the most 

common type of heat exchanger in oil refineries and other large chemical processes, and is suited 

for higher-pressure applications. As its name implies, this type of heat exchanger consists of a 

shell (a large pressure vessel) with a bundle of tubes inside it. One fluid runs through the tubes, 

and another fluid flows over the tubes (through the shell) to transfer heat between the two fluids. 

The set of tubes is called a tube bundle, and may be composed by several types of tubes: plain, 

longitudinally finned, etc. Shell and tube heat exchangers consist of a series of tubes. One set of 

these tubes contains the fluid that must be either heated or cooled. The second fluid runs over the 

tubes that are being heated or cooled so that it can either provide the heat or absorb the heat 

required. A set of tubes is called the tube bundle and can be made up of several types of tubes: 

plain, longitudinally finned, etc.. 

Shell and Tube heat exchangers are typically used for high pressure applications (with 

pressures greater than 30 bar and temperatures greater than 260°C.This is because the shell and 

tube heat exchangers are robust due to their shape. Two fluids, of different starting temperatures, 

flow through the heat exchanger. One flows through the tubes (the tube side) and the other flows 

outside the tubes but inside the shell (the shell side). Heat is transferred from one fluid to the 

other through the tube walls, either from tube side to shell side or vice versa. The fluids can be 

either liquids or gases on either the shell or the tube side. In order to transfer heat efficiently, a 

large heat transfer area should be used, leading to the use of many tubes. In this way, waste heat 

can be put to use. This is an efficient way to conserve energy.



Heat exchangers with only one phase (liquid or gas) on each side can be called one-phase 

or single-phase heat exchangers. Two-phase heat exchangers can be used to heat a liquid to boil 

it into a gas (vapour), sometimes called boilers or cool a vapor to condense it into a liquid (called 

condensers), with the phase change usually occurring on the shell side. Boilers in steam engine 

locomotives are typically large, usually cylindrically-shaped shell-and-tube heat exchangers. In 

large power plants with steam-driven turbines, shell- and-tube surface condensers are used to 

condense the exhaust steam exiting the turbine into condensate water which is recycled back to 

be turned into steam in the steam generator.

The Shell and Tube (u-tube) is the most common type of heat exchanger used in the 

process,  petroleum, chemical  and HVAC industries,  it  contains a number of parallel  u tubes 

inside a shell. Shell Tube heat exchangers are used when a process requires large amounts of 

fluid to be heated or cooled. Due to their design, shell tube heat exchangers offer a large heat 

transfer area and provide high heat transfer efficiency. 

There are  many different  types  or designs of shell  and tube heat  exchangers to  meet 

various process requirements. Shell and Tube heat exchangers can provide steady heat transfer 

by utilizing multiple passes of one or both fluids. SEC shell and tube heat exchangers come in 

two (2) and four (4) pass models standard, and multi-pass custom models. 

There can be many variations on the shell and tube design. Typically, the ends of each 

tube are connected to plenums (sometimes called water boxes) through holes in tube sheets. The 

tubes may be straight or bent in the shape of a U, called U-tubes.



3.2 BASIC COMPONENTS OF SHELL AND TUBE HEAT 

EXCHANGER

TUBES: 

The tubes are the basic components of shell and tube heat exchanger, providing the heat 

transfer surface between one fluid flowing inside the tube and the other fluid flowing across the 

outside of the tubes. The tubes may be seamless (or) welded and most commonly made of copper 

(or) steel alloys. Other alloys of nickel, titanium (or) aluminum may also be required for specific 

applications

Tube Sheets: 

The tubes are held in place by being inserted into holes in the tube sheet and their either 

expanded in to grooves cut into the holes (or) welded to the tube sheet where the tube produces 

from the surface. The tube sheet is usually a single round plate of metal that has been suitably 

drilled and grooved to take the tubes (in the desired pattern), the gaskets, the spacer rods and the 

bolt circle where it is fastened to the shell .

Tube Layout Patterns:

There are four tube layout patterns, as shown in Figure 6: triangular (30 deg ), rotated 

triangular (60 deg ), square (90 deg ), and rotated square (45 deg). 

A triangular (or rotated triangular) pattern will accommodate more tubes than a square 

(or  rotated  square)  pattern.  Furthermore,  a  triangular  pattern  produces  high  turbulence  and 

therefore a high heat-transfer coefficient. However, at the typical tube pitch of 1.25 times the 



tube O.D., it does not permit mechanical cleaning of tubes, since access lanes are not available. 

Consequently, a triangular layout is limited to clean shell side services. For services that require 

mechanical cleaning on the shell side, square patterns must be used. Chemical cleaning does not 

require access lanes, so a triangular layout may be used for dirty shell side services provided 

chemical cleaning is suitable and effective. 

A rotated triangular pattern seldom offers any advantages over a triangular pattern, and 

its use is consequently not very popular.  For dirty shell side services, a square layout is typically 

employed. However, since this is an in-line pattern, it produces lower turbulence. Thus, when the 

shell side Reynolds number is low.

As noted earlier, fixed-tube sheet construction is usually employed for clean services on 

the  shell  side,  U  tube  construction  for  clean  services  on  the  tube  side,  and  floating-head 

construction for dirty services on both the shell side and tube side. (For clean services on both 

shell side and tube side, either fixed-tube sheet or U-tube construction may be used, although U-

tube is preferable since it permits differential expansion between the shell and the tubes.) Hence, 

a triangular tube pattern may be used for fixed-tube sheet exchangers and a square (or rotated 

square) pattern for floating-head exchangers. For U-tube exchangers, a triangular pattern may be 

used provided the shell side stream is clean and a square (or rotated square) pattern if it is dirty. 

Shell and Shell side nozzles:

      The shell is simply the container for the shell side fluid, and the nozzles are the inlet and 

exit ports. The shell normally has a circular cross section and is commonly made by rolling a 

metal  plate of the appropriate dimensions in to a cylinder  and welding the longitudinal  joint 

(“ROLLED SHELLS”). Small diameter shells (up to around 24 inches in diameter) can be made 



by cutting pipe of the desired diameter to the correct length (“PIPE SHELLS”) the  roundness of 

the shell is important in fixing the maximum diameter of the baffles that can be inserted and 

therefore the effect of shell-to-baffle leakage. In large exchangers, the shell is made out of low-

carbon steel wherever possible for reasons of economy, though other alloys can be and are used 

when corrosion (or) high temperature strength demands must be met. The inlet nozzle often has 

an impingements plate. 

 Other  more complex  arrangements  to  distribute  the entering  flow,  such as  a  slotted 

distributor plate and an enlarged annular distributor section, are occasionally employed.

 Tube side channels and nozzles:

Tube side channels and nozzles simply control the flow of the tube side fluid in to and 

out of the tubes of the exchanger. Since the tube side fluid is generally the more corrosive, these 

channels and nozzles will often be made out of alloy materials (compatible with the tubes and 

tube sheets, of course. They may be clad instead of solid alloy.

Channel Covers:

The channel covers are round plates that bolt to the channel flanges and can be removed 

for tube inspection without distributing the tube side piping. In smaller heat exchangers, bonnets 

with flanged nozzles (or) threaded connections for the tube side piping are often used instead of 

channels and channel covers.

Baffles: 

     Most importantly,  they support the tubes in the proper position during assembly and 

operation and prevent vibration of the tubes caused by flow- induces eddies, and secondly, they 



guide the shell side flow back and forth and across the tube field, increasing the velocity and the 

heat transfer coefficient. The most common baffle shape is the single segmental; the segment 

shared off must be less than half of the diameter in order to ensure that adjacent baffles overlap 

at least one full tube row. 

3.3 CLASSIFICATION OF SHELL AND TUBE HEAT EXCHANGER.

  The classification of shell and tube heat exchanger is done by the following two methods.

1. According to the construction.

2. According to flow arrangement. 

3.3.1 ACCORDING TO THE CONSTRUCTION

1. FIXED TYPE HEAT EXCHANGER

2. U-TUBE TYPE HEAT EXCHANGER

3. FLOATING HEAD TYPE HEAT EXCHANGER

1. FIXED TUBE TYPE:                 

       A fixed-tube sheet heat exchanger has straight tubes that are secured at both ends to tube 

sheets welded to the shell. The construction may have removable channel covers (e.g.,  AEL), 

bonnet-type  channel  covers  (e.g.,  BEM),  or  integral  tube  sheets  (e.g.,  NEN).The  principal 

advantage of the fixed tube sheet construction is its low cost because of its simple construction. 



In fact, the fixed tube sheet is the least expensive construction type, as long as no expansion joint 

is required. Other advantages are that the tubes can be cleaned mechanically after removal of the 

channel cover or bonnet, and that leakage of the shell side fluid is minimized since there are no 

flanged joints. 

   

                                            Figure 13 Fixed tube type

A disadvantage of this design is that since the bundle is fixed to the shell and cannot be 

removed, the outsides of the tubes cannot be cleaned mechanically. 



     Thus,  its  application  is  limited  to  clean  services  on  the  shell  side.  However,  if  a 

satisfactory chemical cleaning program can be employed; fixed-tube sheet construction may be 

selected for fouling services on the shell side. 

    In the event of a large differential temperature between the tubes and the shell, the tube 

sheets will be unable to absorb the differential stress, thereby making it necessary to incorporate 

an expansion joint. This takes away the advantage of low cost to a significant extent. 

2. U-TUBE HEAT EXCHANGER:

    U-tube. As the name implies, the tubes of a U-tube heat exchanger are bent in the shape 

of a U. There is only one tube sheet in a Utube heat exchanger. However, the lower cost for the 

single tube sheet is offset by the additional costs incurred for the bending of the tubes and the 

somewhat larger shell diameter (due to the minimum U-bend radius), making the cost of a U-

tube heat exchanger comparable to that of a fixed tube sheet exchanger. 

  The advantage of a U-tube heat exchanger is that because one end is free, the bundle can 

expand or contract in response to stress differentials. In addition, the outsides of the tubes can be 

cleaned, as the tube bundle can be removed. 

 The disadvantage of the U-tube construction is that the insides of the tubes cannot be 

cleaned effectively, since the U-bends would require flexible-end drill shafts for cleaning. Thus, 

U-tube heat exchangers should not be used for services with a dirty fluid inside tubes. 



  Figure 14 U 

tube heat exchanger

  In nuclear power plants called pressurized water reactors; large heat exchangers called 

steam generators are two-phase, shell-and-tube heat exchangers which typically have U-tubes. 

They are used to boil water recycled from a surface condenser into steam to drive the turbine to 

produce power. Most shell-and-tube heat exchangers are either1, 2, or 4 pass designs on the tube 

side. This refers to the number of times the fluid in the tubes passes through the fluid in the shell. 

In a single pass heat exchanger, the fluid goes in one end of each tube and out the other.

     A heat-exchanger system consisting of a bundle of U tubes (hairpin tubes) surrounded 

by a shell (outer vessel); one fluid flows through the tubes, and the other fluid flows through the 

Sell, around the tubes. 

3. FLOATING HEAD TYPE HEAT EXCHANGER:

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:U-tube_heat_exchanger.PNG


The  floating-head  heat  exchanger  is  the  most  versatile  type  of  STHE,  and  also  the 

costliest. In this design, one tube sheet is fixed relative to the shell, and the other is free to "float" 

within the shell. This permits free expansion of the tube bundle, as well as cleaning of both the 

insides and outsides of the tubes. Thus, floating- head SHTEs can be used for services where 

both the shell side and the tube side fluids are dirty - making this the standard construction type 

used in dirty services, such as in petroleum refineries. 

     There are various types of floating-head construction. The two most common are the 

pull-through with backing device (TEMA S) and pull through (TEMA T) designs. 

     The TEMA S design is the most common configuration in the chemical process 

industries (CPI). The floating-head cover is secured against the floating tube sheet by bolting it 

to an ingenious split backing ring. This floating-head closure is 



 located  beyond  the  end  of  the  shell  and  contained  by  a  shell  cover  of  a  larger  diameter. 

                       Figure.15 Floating head type heat exchanger

To dismantle the heat exchanger, the shell cover is removed first, then the split backing 

ring, and then the floating-head cover, after which the tube bundle can be removed from the 

stationary end. 

    In  the  TEMA  T  construction  the  entire  tube  bundle,  including  the  floating-head 

assembly, can be removed from the stationary end, since the shell diameter is larger than the 

floating-head flange. The floating head cover is bolted directly to the floating tube sheet so that a 

split backing ring is not required. 



  The advantage of this construction is that the tube bundle may be removed from the 

shell without removing either the shell or the floating head cover, thus reducing maintenance 

time. This design is particularly suited to kettle reboilers having a dirty heating medium where 

U-tubes cannot be employed. Due to the enlarged shell, this construction has the highest cost of 

all exchanger types. 

   There  are  also  two  types  of  packed  floating-head  construction  –  Outside  packed 

stuffing-box (TEMA P) and outside-packed lantern ring (TEMA W) However, since they are 

prone to leakage, their use is limited to services with Shell side fluids that are no hazardous and 

nontoxic and that have moderate pressures and temperatures (40 kg/cm2 and 300 deg C). 

3.3.2 ACCORDING TO FLOW:

• A heat exchanger with one ‘U’ turn in shell is called one shell pass and two tube pass 

heat exchanger.

              

                                        Figure 16 One Shell Two Pass

A heat exchanger with two passes in the shell and four passes in the tubes is known as two shell 

and four tube pass heat exchanger.



          

                                        Figure 17 Two Shell Four Pass

3.4 THERMAL DESIGN FEATURES

Tube diameter:

 Using a small tube diameter makes the heat exchanger both economical and compact. 

However, it  is more likely for the heat exchanger to foul up faster and the small size makes 

mechanical cleaning of the fouling difficult. 

    To prevail over the fouling and cleaning problems, larger tube diameters can be used. 

Thus to determine the tube diameter, the available space, cost and the fouling nature of the fluids 

must be considered.

Tube thickness  :  

 The thickness of the wall of the tubes is usually determined to ensure: 

There  is  enough  room for  corrosion  that  flow-induced  vibration  has  resistance  axial 

strength ability to easily stock spare parts cost Sometimes the wall thickness is determined by the 

maximum pressure differential across the wall.



Tube length  :   

Heat exchangers are usually cheaper when they have a smaller shell diameter and a long 

tube length.  Thus, typically there is an aim to make the heat exchanger as long as possible. 

However, there are many limitations for this, including the space available at the site where it is 

going to be used and the need to ensure that there are tubes available in lengths that are twice the 

required length (so that the tubes can be withdrawn and replaced). Also, it has to be remembered 

that long, thin tubes are difficult to take out and replace.

Tube pitch  :  

   When designing the tubes, it is practical to ensure that the tube pitch (i.e., the centre-

centre distance of adjoining tubes) is not less than 1.25 times the tubes' outside diameter

CHAPTER .4



DESIGN PROCEDURE

The thermal design procedure of heat exchanger is

1.  With a heat balance, the unknown process variable (flow rate or temperature) of one of the 
streams can be found. Then calculate LMTD.
2..  Considering the type of fluids to be handled, a first guess of the overall 
heat transfer coefficient can be obtained using the table
3. With the assumed U, an approximate value of the heat transfer area can 

be calculated as

                              A= 

4.Choose the tube diameter, pattern, and pitch from TEMA  and decide the 

allocation of fluids on the shell and tube sides.

5.  Select the number of tubes per pass. This is normally selected so as to 
have a reasonable tube-side fluid velocity. For example, if we adopt a fluid 
velocity of 1 m/s, the number of tubes in parallel will be
                          



                                      = 

6.  Select  the number of  tubes,  tube length,  and number of  tube passes. 
Here,  it  is  necessary to find a combination of  number of  tubes and tube 
length to satisfy the value of A calculated in step-3, which is
                                            A' = N DoL
At the same time, the number of tube passes must be selected in such a way 
that the quotient between N and np  is an integer. This means that one must 
adopt the number of tube passes n as
                               

                                         n =  

7. Selection of shell diameter. The table show the number of tubes that can 
be allocated in a certain shell diameter for different exchanger types. Once 
the number of tubes has been selected with the help of these tables, it is 
possible to find the necessary shell diameter.
Usually the number of tubes obtained from the tables will not match exactly 
with the number of tubes calculated in step 6. Anyway, at this stage we are 
only looking for a first approximation to the final design, to be verified later.
8. With the number of tubes determined in step 8, calculate the corrected 
heat transfer area as

                                           A = NΠDo L

This  is  usually  somewhat  different  from  the  area  calculated  in  step  6 

because we may have slightly changed the number of tubes.

9. The baffle separation must be selected.
10. Try to obtain a Reynolds number that gives a reasonably high shell-side 
heat transfer coefficient.



CHAPTER.5

DESIGN



AND

CALCULATIONS

PROBLEM:

                          It is desired to cool down 33.33 kg/s of methanol from 65°C to 30°C using 

cooling water at 25°C. The cooling water outlet temperature must not be higher than 40°C 

because of cooling system restrictions. Pressure drops of 1.5  N/  for the process stream 

and 1 N/  for the cooling water are allowed. The total fouling resistance must be 5

(s. .k)/J. the physical properties of methanol are K= 0.21 J/m.s.k, 800 kg/  ,C= 

2508 J/kg-k.

Viscosity (kg/m.s):-



        

        T°C

       

        74 

        

        60 

         

         50 

         

         40

     

        30
         

         µ      0.0003      0.00036      0.0004     0.00047     0.00054

Calculation:

1.Calculation of water mass flow  :-  

Heat exchanged per unit time,

                                           Q=  ( - )

Where,

         = mass flow rate of hot fluid=33.33kg/s

         = specific heat of hot fluid =2508 J/kg.k

     = inlet temperature of methanol= 65°C

        = outlet temperature of methanol=30°C

                                            Q  = 33.33  2508(65-30)            

                                                   = 2.925   W

Water mass flow ,  =           



                                    =                            

                                    = 46.66 kg/s

= Specific heat of cold fluid = 4180 J/Kg.k

= inlet temperature of water,

 = outlet  temperature of water

2. Select a tentative overall heat transfer coefficient:

With the help of the table in App. G, we choose as a first guess

        U = 450 W/(m2 · K)

3. Exchanger configuration  :  

 

                         R    =                                    

                               =                                       

                                =  2.33

                         S     =    



                               =          

                               =   0.375

From graph, correction factor  Ft=0.82

4. Calculation of  LMTD:

                             LMTD = 

                               =  

                                         = 12.4°C

ΔT= LMTD Ft

     = 12.4  0.84         = 10.17

5.   Estimation of the heat transfer are  a:

With the assumed U, we can estimate an area

                         A=  

                     =

                            = 639.4 



Since this area will be split into two passes, they will have approximately 320

 each.

6.   Selection of tube diameters and pattern.  

Let’s adopt 3/4-in BWG 14 tubes. According to the table in App. H, the 

internal diameter is 0.0147 m.

We shall adopt a triangular pattern with 0.0254-m pitch.

7.   Selection of tube length, number of tubes, and number of tube   

passes.

The cooling water will circulate inside the tubes. As a first guess, we shall 

adopt a water velocity of      2 m/s. 

The flow area of each tube is,

                   

=  

                                    =     =  1.69  

=   0.0147 m

     To have a velocity of 2 m/s, the number of tubes in parallel must be

= 



                                =  

                                           =  138 tubes

If we assume, for the first trial, a 6-m tube length, the total number of tubes 

must be

                                      N=

                               =

                                          = 893 tubes 

 = external diameter of tube

Thus the number of tube passes in each shell will be

                             n =  

                         
                         =
                   

                                 = 6.47

.

We can see in the tables of App. D that with a triangular pattern with 3/4-in 

tubes separated by

1 in and six tube passes, the tube number most close to 892 corresponds to 

834 tubes in a 33-in shell diameter (0.838 m).

The area of each shell is



A  = DoLN

    = Π 0.019 6 834

    = 298.6 

This means that the total area of the unit is 597 

   Verification of the proposed design  

1. Calculation of the tube-side film coefficient:

                         Flow area, at =

                                        =                                     

                                               = 0.0236 

Water velocity =      

                   =

                          = 1.98 m/s

Mean  temperature of cooling water is 32.5 0c

hi=1,423(1+0.0146t)                  

   =1,423(1+0.0146×32.5)                          

  =8,420 w/m2k

hio= hi(Di/D0)



     =8,420×0.0147/(0.019)

     =6,515 w/m2k

2.shell side film coefficient:

as   =

     =   

      =   0.0629 m2

Gs=  

     = 

    =530kg/m2s

For a 30-degree triangular tube pattern with 19mm tubes separated by 

25.4mm,the equivalent shell side diameter is 18.5mm(0.0185m).

Res =     

       =   

      =24,526.



ho=0.36×Res
0.55 ×Pr

0.33 × 

      =0.3×(24526)0.55 × (4.77)0.33×                   

    =1,777w/m2k

   

We have assumed that the viscosity correction factor is unity .we can now 

verify this assumption.

ho(T-Tw)=hio(Tw-t)

where T and T are the mean temperature of methanol and water . than 

 1,777(47-Tw)=6,514(Tw-32.5) 

                 Tw=35.50c 

For methanol viscosity at 35.50c is 0.0005kg/ms thus 

0.14= 0.14           

                     =0.96

ho=1,777×0.96

      =1706 w/m2k.



3.overall heat transfer coefficient        :

         U = 

             =   

           =  807 w/m2k.

4.heat transfer area:

                         A=  

                      =

                           = 357 m2

This area is less than 597 m2 .

5.cooling water pressure drops:

 For water flowing inside tubes 

Ret=

    =

    =35,495.



Friction factor ,

    f=0.0014+0.125Re
-0.32

      =5.78×10-3

Pressure drop in straight tubes in each shell is ,

     ΔPt  =

              =  

               =1.1079×105 N/m2.

Pressure drop in return headers,

 ΔPr=

       =  

           =   4.704×104 .  N/m2

Pressure drop for each shell,

ΔPT = ΔPr + ΔPt

       =1,578×105 N/m2.

For complete unit, it will be 3.156×105 N/m2



Which largely exceeds the maximimum allowable.

6.Methanol pressure drop : 

f=friction factor =1.728 Re
-0.188

                           =0.258

.

ΔPs =   0.14

          =

         =   4.280×104 N/m2

And for complete unit

ΔP=8.56×104N/m2.

 

Trial 2

Ds=600mm

N=490



Do=19.05mm

Tube pitch=24mm

n=2

B=0.27

L=6m

A=ΠDoLN

=Π×0.01905×6×490

 =175.95 mm2

=176m2

A=352m2

1. Calculation of the tube-side film coefficient:

                         Flow area, at =

                                        =                                     

                                                = 0.0414 

Water velocity =      

                   =

                          = 1.127 m/s

Mean  temperature of cooling water is 32.5 0c



hi=1,423(1+0.0146t)                  

   =1,423(1+0.0146×32.5)                          

  =5369.4 w/m2k

hio= hi(Di/D0)

     =5369.4×0.0147/(0.019)

     =4154.22 w/m2k

2.shell side film coefficient:

as   =

     =   

      =   0.0405 m2

Gs =  

     = 

    =822.96 kg/m2s

For a 30-degree triangular tube pattern with 19mm tubes separated by 

25.4mm,the equivalent shell side diameter is 18.5mm(0.0185m).



Res =     

       =   

      =38062

ho=0.36×Res
0.55 ×Pr

0.33 × 

      =0.36×(38062)0.55 × (4.77)0.33×                   

    =2262.2w/m2k

   

We have assumed that the viscosity correction factor is unity .we can now 

verify this assumption.

ho(T-Tw)=hio(Tw-t)

where T and T are the mean temperature of methanol and water . than 

 2262.2(47-Tw)=4154.22(Tw-32.5) 

                 Tw= 280c 

For methanol viscosity at 35.50c is 0.0005kg/ms thus 

0.14= 0.14           

                     =0.969



ho=2262.2×0.969

      = 2192 w/m2k.

3.overall heat transfer coefficient        :

         U = 

             =   

           =  845.5 w/m2k.

4.heat transfer area:

                         A=  

                      =

                           = 340.6 m2

5.cooling water pressure drops:



 For water flowing inside tubes 

Ret=

    =

    =20203.54

Friction factor ,

    f=0.0014+0.125Re
-0.32

      =6.6×10-3

Pressure drop in straight tubes in each shell is ,

     ΔPt  =

              =  

               =13686.28 N/m2.

Pressure drop in return headers,

 ΔPr=

       =  

           =   5080.5  N/m2



Pressure drop for each shell,

ΔPT = ΔPr + ΔPt

       =0.187×105 N/m2.

6.Methanol pressure drop : 

f=friction factor =1.728 Re
-0.188

                           =0.267

.

ΔPs =   0.14

          =

         =   0.7565×105 N/m2
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